
 

Forever fad: Rubik says his cube 'reminds us
why we have hands'
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Success cubed: Hungarian inventor Erno Rubik, the man who created Rubik's
Cube.

The naysayers said the maddening multicolored cube that Erno Rubik
invented 50 years ago would not survive the 1980s.

Yet millennials and Generation Z are as nuts about Rubik's Cube as their
parents were, much to the amusement of its 79-year-old creator, who
talked to AFP in a rare interview.

In a digital world "we are slowly forgetting that we have hands", Rubik
said.

But playing with the cube helps us tap back into something deeply primal
about doing things with our hands, he said—"our first tools", as he calls
them.

"Speed cubing" and Rubik's Cube hacks are huge on social media, with
youngsters regularly going viral while dancing, rapping and even playing
the piano while solving the 3D puzzle.

Rubik said the "connection between the mind and hands" that the cube
helps foster has been "a very important" factor in human development.

"I think probably the cube reminds us we have hands... You are not just
thinking, you are doing something.

"It's a piece of art you are emotionally involved with," Rubik added.

43 quintillion solutions
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The unassuming Hungarian architecture professor never thought the
prototype he devised would conquer the world—and set him up for life.

  
 

  

It's what hands are for: Inventor Erno Rubik gets to grip with his famous cube.

More than 500 million copies of the cult object have been sold—not
counting the myriad of counterfeits.

Rubik's Cube has remained one of the world's top-selling puzzle games,
with more than 43 quintillion—a quintillion being a billion
trillion—ways of solving it.
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Even after "hundreds or thousands of years", you would still be finding
ways to crack it, Rubik enthused.

Despite the omnipresence of screens, "new generations have developed
the same strong relationship with the cube," Rubik told AFP at
Budapest's Aquincum Institute of Technology, where he sometimes gives
lectures.

It was in the spring of 1974 that he created the first working prototype
of a movable cube made of small wooden blocks and held together by a
unique mechanism.

Like a 'wunderkind' in family

The five decades since have been "unbelievable", he said, comparing his
relationship with the cube to having a "wunderkind" in the family.

"You need to take a step back because of your 'child' and its fame....
(which) can be very tiring," he said.
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A Rubik's Cube-shaped kite at a kite festival in Hsinchu, Taiwan.

In his book "Cubed", published in 2020, Rubik revealed that he had
never intended to leave a mark on the world—he was just driven by a
love for building geometric models.

It took Rubik several prototypes and weeks of tinkering to figure out the
ideal mechanism—and a way to solve his puzzle—before he could file a
patent application in 1975.

The colorful "Magic Cube" first sold domestically in 1977 before hitting
international shelves three years later.
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Rubik recalled his first fairytale-like trip from communist Hungary to
the West, on the other side of the Iron Curtain.

'Retirement money'

Despite being publicity-shy, the inventor has amassed a collection of
some 1,500 magazine covers featuring his cube over the years, which has
become "a symbol of complexity" to illustrate anything from geopolitical
problems to elections.

You either "like or hate it", he said, but you cannot ignore it.

Rubik's Cube legacy lives on strongly in pop culture, having been
featured in numerous TV series and Hollywood blockbusters.
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Pope Francis takes on the mystery of the cube.

It has also remained the centerpiece of puzzle-solving competitions.

Masters of the cube frequently gather across the world, battling with
their hands and feet—sometimes while blindfolded, parachuting or
doing headstands—Rubik said.

The cube has a place in the permanent exhibition at New York's
Museum of Modern Art, and it has also inspired artists, including
renowned French street artist Invader.

An educational tool used everywhere from nursery schools to
universities, the cube is also popular in retirement homes and helps
people living with autism, including American speed-cubing star Max
Park, who holds the world record of solving it in 3.13 seconds.

Rubik said the emotional rewards the cube has brought him have been
even better than the "retirement money" it has earned him.

It feels nice to have done "something good for people", he said, adding
that the cube has even made "marriages and much more..."
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